
Market Statistics Today % Change

Company LTP YCP IND.CHG VOLUME Market Cap (In Mn BDT) 3,724,687    -0.49% Indices % Change Currency Rates

Positive impact Total Volume (In Mn BDT) 3,755           -4.89% NASDAQ 7,874       -1.11% USD 84.49

RENATA     1,228          1,199            3.74       110,281 DSEX 4,986               -0.41% HANG SENG 26,523     3.90% GBP 103.02

BRACBANK          57               56            1.53    1,629,470 DSES 1,159               -0.72% BSE-SENSEX 36,725     0.44% EUR 93.07

LINDEBD     1,354          1,322            0.77         23,571 DS-30 1,748               -0.61%

DESCO          43               42            0.76         70,099 Market P/E 13.5                 

FORTUNE          40               38            0.46    3,126,370 

Negative impact

GP        289             295        (11.34)       241,336 

SQURPHARM        246             250          (5.25)       389,018 

BATBC     1,171          1,192          (1.95)         46,003 

GLAXOSMITH     1,779          1,850          (1.35)           6,679 

UPGDCL        385             386          (1.29)       338,840 Sector name P/E Ratio  
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Misc. 24
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Ceramics 21

Travel 21

IT 19

Financial 18

Pharma 18

Engineering 17

Food 17
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Fuel 13

Telecom 11
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 Average  13.5

INSTRUMENT Price
Value      

(Mn BDT)
Volume

MONNOCERA 218      200            901,746    

STYLECRAFT 843      158            180,022    

RENATA 1,228   134            110,281    

MONNOSTAF 1,678   134            80,073      

UPGDCL 386      130            338,840    

FORTUNE 40        123            3,126,368 

SILCOPHL 36        118            3,309,873 

SQURPHARMA 247      96              389,018    

BRACBANK 57        92              1,629,473 

ITC 46        83              1,770,562 

DSE in Last 1 Month

Top Gainers (Turnover based)

DSE Sectoral Comparison in Market Cap
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The country's banking sector is now moderately competitive and stable. But, there are some potential risks for the sector, including further increase in the volume of non-performing loans (NPLs), 

insolvency, growing urban and rural discrepancy, and high cost of fund, a study opined. The Bangladesh Institute of Bank Management (BIBM) disseminated findings of the study - 'Competition, 

Concentration and Banking Sector Stability' - through a seminar on its campus in the capital on Tuesday. The study found a significant relationship between the banks' total asset and volume of NPLs. 

It implies that if the banks can reduce NPLs, they can increase their asset portfolio in a prudent manner, which eventually will reduce credit risk. The estimated coefficient for total asset implies that 

increase in bank assets will reduce Z-score. In banking, Z-score captures the probability of default of a country's banking system. Z-score compares the buffer of a banking system (capitalisation and 

returns) with the volatility of those returns. The study suggested increasing the banks' asset portfolio to ensure stability. It also opined that increased inflation may have an adverse impact on the banks' 

solvency that might trigger financial instability. Bangladesh's banking sector has experienced manifold growth over last four decades. During the period, the number of banks has grown by more than 

400 per cent, the number of branches by around 250 per cent, and the growth in total asset, deposit and advance ranged from 500 to 550 per cent, the study noted. It also found the share of fixed 

deposit has increased to about double in the last four decades - from 24 per cent in 1980 to 46 per cent in 2018. On the other hand, the share of current account deposit significantly dropped over the 

four decades, even after a significant rise in 2018. The notable upward concentration in fixed deposit should remain as a point of worry in the market, as it causes high cost on deposit and cost of fund, 

the study opined. It also observed that dependency on high cost deposit may cause high possibility of liquidity crisis, as there will be no space to offer higher profit to depositors. The top banks that 

performed well in almost all nine areas are - the Islami Bank Bangladesh Limited, the Sonali Bank Limited, the Janata Bank Limited and the Agrani Bank Limited. Only 19 banks competed for top-four 

position in last 40 years, while 34 banks for top-seven positions, and 43 banks for top-ten positions. The study placed a set of recommendations, including segmentation of banks instead of all-purpose 

banks, and policy for progressive banking etc. Speaking at the programme, the BB Deputy Governor S M Moniruzzaman said the banking industry of Bangladesh has become highly competitive in 

terms of many parameters, like - the number of banks, areas of operation, access to credit, cost and quality of financial services, and innovation etc. He also said competition (among banks) can bring 

significant benefits to the market players, national economy and society. But, it can also be a source of potential instability due to the tendency of taking more risks. Dr Muzaffer Ahmed Chair Professor 

of the BIBM Barkat-e-Khuda said all parties need to work together for getting expected results for the financial sector. Director General of the BIBM Md Nazimuddin said findings of the study along with 

opinions and observations provided in the programme will help the BB to take future actions. A research team, led by former faculty member of the BIBM Abdul Qayum Mohammad Kibriya, conducted 

the study. Other members of the team were Antara Zareen, Rexona Yesmin and Tofayel Ahmed, all assistant professors of the BIBM, and Dr Iftekhar Ahmed Robin, joint director of the Bangladesh 

Bank. S A Chowdhury, former managing director of the Sonali Bank Ltd; Helal Ahmed Chowdhury, supernumerary professor of the BIBM; Md Yeasin Ali, former supernumerary professor of the BIBM; 

Quazi Osman Ali, Managing Director and CEO of the Social Islami Bank Ltd; and Dr Mohammed Helal Uddin, Professor of the Dhaka University, also spoke at the event, among others.

NPL buildup, high cost of fund remain major potential risks: Study - Source: The Financial Express

                                                                                                                              Daily Market Summary                                                                                                                                                        

Market Commentry

Today's Market / DSEX (Prime bourse : DSE / Dhaka Stock Exchange Ltd.) ended down 0.41% with 4.89% decline in total turnover. MONNOCERA, STYLECRAFT, 

RENATA, MONNOSTAF, UPGDCL stocks dominated today's market turnover. However, SEAPEARL was today's best performer having the highest growth of 

9.82% from YCP. DSEX reflected a bearish mode throught the day resulting in 166 issues declined out of 351 total issues traded.

YCP = Yesterday Closing Price  LTP = Last Trade Price

World Markets Exchange RatesINDEX MOVER

DSE Sectoral Comparison in P/E

Wednesday, September 04, 2019

DSE Sectoral Comparison today in turnover (In Mn BDT)

DSE's Important News Today

Other News Today

UNITEDFIN
Appointment of the Managing Director

The Company has informed that Mr. Kaiser Tamiz Amin has been appointed as the Managing Director of the Company with effect from September 01, 2019.

The Company has informed that the Board of Directors has elected Mr. A. K. M. Rahmatullah, MP as the Chairman of the Company.

PIONEERINS
Elected Chairman

Sale Confirmation of a Corporate Sponsor

FBL Securities Ltd., one of the Corporate Sponsors of the Fund, has further reported that it has completed its sale of 20,00,000 units of the Fund at prevailing market price through Stock Exchange as 

per declaration disseminated on 22.08.2019.
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